
OracleAI

A first of its kind AI trading companion that synthesizes a plethora 
of analytical data points to create a ‘democratized due diligence’ 
offering. 



Oracle empowers the common investor by arming them with the 
knowledge to increase profits in a competitive marketplace. 
Powered by emergent AI technology, Oracle’s V1 will allow users to 
see into the future. All feed analytical data into a LLM which is 
queryable to assess public interest and sentiment on launches 
accurately enough to predict future performance

What is OracleAI?

OracleAI

Roadmap

Listing on Uniswap V2 

Launch
A select group of holders and 
marketers will be granted 
advanced access to our 
platform.

Early Access
Oracle will be made available 
for widespread access, 
accompanied with staking.

Public Release
Custom TG Bot beta goes 
live with partnered 
projects.

TG Bot
Offering users instant 
buy technology to better 
serve trading needs.

Gasless Swap
First of its kind AI tool 
designed to use proprietary 
data to deliver unique 
sentiment analysis, and 
predictive trading insights.

AI Release

OracleAI

Utilities

Complete01 Calls & Sentiment 
tracker

02 Gasless swap w 
stoploss

03 AI Trading 
Assistant

OracleAI

Partnerships

Multiple 8 and 9 figure mcap assets 
with vibrant communities.

Legacy marketers with excellent 
reputations.

Agreements with international tech 
development houses, such as 
CoreDevs Ltd. already complete

OracleAI

ETH's first platform custom made for turbulent and fast paced market 
conditions, designed to arm trades of various levels of competency 
with the tools needed to remain competitive based on pure 
incontrovertible data. Launching live, with partnerships, and the 
potential for immediate user base growth. 



$ORACLE will be an ecosystem currency, enabling staked holders to 
unlock various functionalities. The call aggregator and marketer 
analytics platform forms our base, but this is a living project, where the 
user base and developer team work with aligned goals. We aim to 
surprise the market with the rare utility that isn’t a roadmap item, but 
ready on launch, and immediately useful. We believe Oracle has the 
potential to become an indispensable part of many traders’ workflow 
over time, and we’re enthused to begin the journey.

The Tech: User Experience

OracleAI

Data points generated by user behavior, as well as on chain 
metrics for token performance, and marketer influence on 
capital flow will be used in conjunction with swap based 
analytics to craft a LLM to generate an AI powered trading 
companion to allow investors to supercharged their workflow 
using un-manipulated data and historical performance. 



CoreDevs Ltd. have been contracted to work with our dev team 
to support delivery goals. The AI will be implemented for 
predictive analysis and will be allocated 5 figured in treasury 
funding for speculation purposes. An exclusive group of holders 
will operate this treasury and will be proportional benefactors 
in the trading profits.

The Tech: AI Assistant

OracleAI

Ecosystem 
Efficiency

Capital flow tracked via 
gasless swap, marketer 
performance, and token 
performance

Markets

Synthesizing data into 
useful touchpoints and 
queryable info via Oracle

AI Resources
Data generation from user

interaction tracking on 
Oracle

User

Database
Feeding large language 
model

OracleAI

The problem we solve

We believe that there is particular market sensibility that 
translates to success on chain, and accessibility to “alpha” 
chats are limited for a novice, and marketers/callers often 
engage in professional malpractice that can be downright 
predatory in the pursuit of their own profit. 



The need for a platform that automatically tracks marketer 
promotions, aggregates the performance of the assets 
promoted into discrete data touchpoints, and delivers 
verifiable marketer analysis based on historical output is at an 
all time high. So that is what we’ve created with Oracle. A cross 
chain, democratized due diligence hub, sustained by user 
involvement and a system dynamic enough to pivot with the 
market and its ever-changing metas.

Calls tracked on: 

Launch Details & 
Tokenomics

Token ticker:

ORACLE AI

$ORACLE

Taxes:

Buy & Sell

5/5

Liquidity Pool:

$8000

4 ETH

Supply:

1 Billion
Tokens
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